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Innovative. Elegant. Exclusive. Our aspirations for ourselves and our 
craftsmanship form the basis for exceptional scissors, razors and all 
other TONDEO products. 

We have the best scissors for the best hairdressers. Our scissors are  
crafted skillfully by hand with the utmost precision – for the master  
hairdressers who do their best each and every day to make the world 
that much more beautiful.

TONDEO is a high-tech company with over 90 years of experience  
and expertise. Hairdressers come to TONDEO knowing they will receive 
tools designed perfectly for their needs. After all, experienced stylists 
are an integral part of the development of new products.

That’s how we craft true masterpieces – for professionals  
by professionals!

Your TONDEO team

»GOOD DESIGN 
HIGHLIGHTS THE  
QUALITY OF  
THE PRODUCT«
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FROM THE CUT 
TO THE FINISH

TOOLS FOR CREATIVE MINDS

As a competent hairdresser partner, we are regularly in salons and in direct 
conversation with hairdressers. We feel and know what is trendy and which 
products are necessary for professional, creative work.

Our range for you: The highest product quality for noticeably better work.
All our products – from scissors to hair spray – work perfectly with one anoth-
er	and	thus	make	precise	styling	possible	for	you	from	the	cut	to	the	finish.	

Discover your options.
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We have been living out passion for over 
90 years:  We develop scissors and razors  
that are unique. 

Each product is of a high quality, unique 
and created through an exciting mixture of 
master craftsmanship and innovative tech-
nology. Each product is convincing through 
precision,	technology	and	flamboyant	design.	
Everything is geared 
towards meeting individual requirements for 
quality, performance, sensitivity and ergo-
nomics in every detail. 

We share our sense for unique and special 
products with those who are creative & 
demanding, the professional hairdressers 
& newcomers around the world who opt for 
TONDEO	scissors.	Feel	the	difference.	

Go your own way with TONDEO.

We rely on a mixture of precise craftsmanship and 
state-of-the-art technologies in the production 

of our »masterpieces«. 

Arround 150 processes are required  
to complete a TONDEO scissors.

PRECISION FROM TRADITION. 
INNOVATION WITH PASSION.
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THE TONDEO  CONBLADE  
CUTTING EDGE

Its trademark:  
The perfect combination of the strikingly  

convex blade and extreme hollow grinding gives 
the scissors exceptional stability,longevity  

and sharpness

CONCAVE

CONVEX

FROM MASTERFUL HANDS FOR  
MASTER HANDS

Exclusive favourites. Made by master hands for master 
 hands. High-precision, ergonomic, elegant, they follow  
every movement, translating each idea into a perfect  
result. Pure sensation, absolute pleasure. Every scissors
is a world of its own. 

Feel	the	difference!

THOR DAMAST
MYTHOS DAMAST
SENSATION DAMAST
PURE INSPIRATION
ORGÆNIC
EARL
COUNTESS
MYTHOS / MYTHOS BLACK 
MYTHOS LEFT
ZENTAO / ZENTAO BLACK
SUPRA

PREMIUM-COLLECTION
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TRADITION OF MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP.

THOR DAMAST

90084		 THOR	DAMAST	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE

STEEL
100% Damascus steel (120 layers rolled, stainless) from the 
blade	tip	to	the	finger	rings.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely  
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation. 

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Ball-Gliding-Screw with ball bearing for extremely smooth 
cutting	without	play.	Adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	
the ergonomic adjustment key.

SPECIAL FEATURES
A distinctive piece, one of a kind: a unique look named for Thor, 
the Norse god, with peerless cutting capability.  

Ball-Gliding-Screw with ball bearing. CONBLADE with extreme hollow  
grounding and extremely convex blade.

Ergonomic	forged	finger	rest	for	 
outstanding ergonomic positioning.

Haare machen Leute, Köln
»Sensational! Cuts super cleanly and precisely right to the very tip. It is 
very efficient to work with because the cut is done with one snap. Even 
after 8 months, it is still as sharp as on the first day. Simply great.«
www.haare-machen-leute.de

UDO LUY

90084		 THOR	DAMAST	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE

Incomparable toughness and durability, exceptionally pure steel, 
and a beautiful design to boot – if Thor, the god of thunder, had 
forged a pair of scissors with his hammer, this is how he would 
have made it! Simply epic. 

THOR DAMAST

FORGED 
BY MASTERS
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Sword from Solingen, end of 17th century, on view in the 
Solingen Blade Museum

Damascus steel »Thor Dekor«
Damasteel® is a patented type of 
steel from Sweden, produced using 
powder metallurgy. Its structure is 
created when two types of pulver-
ized steel are poured into a metal 
cylinder in precise layers using a 
filling	system.	This	type	of	steel	pairs	
corrosion resistance with superior 
durability. Unique cutting capability 
is achieved through superior edge 
properties. The utmost in purity 
without inclusions.

EPIC QUALITY

We use innovative Damasteel® to craft the THOR. Unlike traditional Damascus steel, this type of 
steel is made on the basis of advanced powder metallurgy. The result? Pure steel without inclusions 
or impurities, with unique durability and an exceptional look.
 
This exquisite steel is the basis on which the masters at TONDEO create the unique THOR scissors. 
They work intently and with a practiced hand during the manufacturing process. You can really feel 
the masterful craftsmanship that goes into each and every one of the more than 150 work steps 
involved. Flying sparks, the hum of grinding belts, and the clang of hammers are still just as they 
have always been throughout our Solingen shop’s centuries-long history. State-of-the-art produc-
tion technologies and the use of innovative 
materials have become established at the 
same time. This combination is the source 
of our exclusive scissors, each one of them 
special in its own way.

The term »Made in Solingen« is a legal trademark. It stands 
for	the	very	highest	quality	in	cutting	products.	The	first	seal	
of quality for products made in Solingen dates back to the 
late Middle Ages. Latin inscriptions reading Me fecit Solingen 
(I was created by Solingen) were engraved on swords and 
daggers at the time. They were sought-after items, and to the 
warriors who used these weapons, they were often also a kind 
of »survival insurance.« Quality from Solingen was something 
you could count on in terms of both sharpness and hardness! 
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TONDEO damascene scissors are real pieces of art. Famous 
for their particular sharpness and extreme longevity, loved  
for their aesthetics.  
Each one is unique with unique texture. Made of 100%  
stainless  Damascus steel in the traditional Solingen „Large 
rose decor“, which already adorned the famous Damascus 
swords in the 17th century. For all who love the beautiful  
and the unique.

UNIQUE DESIGN WITH  
A LONG TRADITION

DAQUARO BARBERSPOT, Düsseldorf
»When I was 14 years old, my then hairdresser 
cut my hair using  Mythos scissors. The design of 
these scissors impressed me, even then: timeless, 
ergonomic and durable. My personal favourite, and 
the tool I use on a daily basis, is the Mythos Damast. 
I have never before worked with such a high-quality 
pair of scissors and am very happy with them.« 

DOMINIC DANILO AQUARO

»Large rose decoration« of
Damasteel® is one of the world’s 
best-performing types of stainless 
Damascus steel, featuring out-
standing purity. It is produced using 
state-of-the-art powder metallurgy 
technology. It features peerless 
toughness and durability, combined 
with lasting sharpness and outstand-
ing corrosion resistance. The utmost 
in purity without inclusions. 

MYTHOS DAMAST
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Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop)

MYTHOS DAMAST

9012		 MYTHOS	DAMAST	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE

MYTHOS DAMAST

9012		 MYTHOS	DAMAST	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE

STEEL
100% Damascus steel (120 layers rolled, stainless) from the  
blade	tip	to	the	finger	rings.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Damascus steel cutting edge with CONBLADE ensures  
sensational and lasting sharpness.
 

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents »loose 
setting«,	finely	polished	pivot	point	for	easy	moving	action.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Unmistakably unique piece: unique look due to the traditional 
»Large rose decor«, best balance through special weight.

Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop)

9030		 SENSATION	DAMAST	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE

SENSATION DAMAST

9030		 SENSATION	DAMAST	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE

STEEL
100% Damascus steel (120 layers rolled, stainless) from the 
blade	tip	to	the	finger	rings.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Damascus steel cutting edge ensures lasting  
sharpness. 

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents »loose 
setting«,	finely	polished	pivot	point	for	easy	moving	action.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Unmistakably unique piece: unique look due to the traditional 
»Large rose decor«, optimum shank-blade ratio.

SENSATION DAMAST
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PURE INSPIRATION

9505  PURE INSPIRATION	Offset	5.75
9506		 PURE	INSPIRATION	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(34)

STEEL
Extraordinary sharpness and cutting stability thanks to 
9% vanadium and the PURE powder steel and PURE 
production process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Pure cutting and slice pleasure thanks to the razor-sharp  
integrated cutting edge with the minimum cutting angle for 
maximum sharpness and cutting stability.
Thinning scissors: teeth with integrated cutting edge for  
sensational sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually adjustable TS screw (turn-stop) prevents »loose  
setting«. Finely polished pivot point for easy moving action.

SURFACES
High-quality surface treatment with hand-polished, 
shiny	and	elaborate	satin	finish,	elegant	effects.

SPECIAL FEATURES
PURE design – pure ergonomics and top design with wide 
contact	surfaces	on	the	shank	and	finger	rings	offer	great	 
gripping comfort.

A high degree of ergonomics, design and the highest quality materi-
als –	these	are	the	claims	of	a	PURE	Inspiration.	The	goal	is	ultimate	joy	
when	cutting.	It	offers	maximum	sustained	sharpness	without	pushing	
forward the hair thanks to the high purity and hardness of the PURE 
steel. Pure cutting pleasure!

9505  PURE INSPIRATION	Offset	5.75

9506		 PURE	INSPIRATION	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(34)

Salon owner IMAGE HAIR GROUP, DÜSSELDORF
»The PURE INSPIRATION simply feels good in your hand. Broad contact 
surfaces on the rings mean that the thumb does not slip in. This allows for 
significantly more relaxed working. PURE steel makes these keep their 
sharpness for a very long time. They haven’t needed sharpening so far.  
I especially enjoy using them to cut graphic lines and for point cutting.«
www.imagehairgroup.de

MARCO OVERRATH

Individually adjustable TS screw 
(turn-stop).

Teeth with integrated cutting edge.Wide contact surfaces on the shank and 
finger	rings	offer	great	gripping	comfort.

PURE INSPIRATION

PURE CUTTING PLEASURE
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Following the natural air and work out the customer’s individuality – 
those who love organic haircuts, will love these scissors. Developed in 
cooperation with the famous hairdresser BrockmannundKnoedler,  
these wonderfully ergonomic thinning scissors from the ORGÆNIC  
series	are	available	in	2	different	designs.	Especially	suitable	for	a	
smooth cut in dry hair in line with the ORGÆNIC  HAIRCUTTING  
Concept by BUK.

90033  ORGÆNIC ZERO	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(42)	CONBLADE

90034		 ORGÆNIC	ONE	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(32)	CONBLADE

NATURAL SMOOTH CUT

ORGÆNIC
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Owners and innovators of ORGÆNICHAIRCutting
»Not	all	people	are	the	same	and	neither	is	hair.	The	first decision	you	make	as	a	master	of	
your craft – is a decision for real natural hair. And also for the only tool  
that	lives	up	to	the	demands	of	this	consistent	path: the	ORGÆNIC	scissors	will	be	your	
constant, reliable companion in discovering the organic haircut. Build your foundation with 
our ORGÆNIC Haircutting Seminars.«
(ORGÆNIC Academy, private school for personalized hair craft)  
ORGÆNICHAIRCutting® Seminar programme:  
www.brockmannundknoedler.de

PETRA BROCKMANN & 
THOMAS BROCKMANN-KNÖDLER
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Cutting Edge Shank

Handle
OPTIMUM HANDLE TO CUTTING 
EDGE RATIO FOR RELAXED 
WORKING WITH LESS EFFORT.
The	handle	to	cutting	edge	ratio	is	different	
from that in conventional thinning scissors.  
The cutting edge and handle shank are shorter, 
which unlocks shorter, more ergonomic move-
ments during cutting. This relieves the strain on 
your	hand,	since	less	effort	is	required.

ORGÆNIC	ZERO	with	42	teeth	for	fine	hair.

ORGÆNIC TWO with  
24 teeth for thick or coarse hair and base cuts.

ORGÆNIC ONE with
32 teeth for normal hair

90035 ORGÆNIC TWO	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(24)	CONBLADE

90036 ORGÆNIC LINE	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE
Long,	microfine	serrated	blade	scissors	for	precise	 
cutting of base cuts and contours. Also available as  
ZENTAO with integrated cutting edge.

Considerably	larger	finger	rings	for	more	
play	and	flexibility	during	cutting.

Individually adjustable Fine-Setting  screw.

ORGÆNIC BY BROCKMANN UND KNOEDLER 

90033	 ORGÆNIC	ZERO	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(42)	CONBLADE 
90034	 ORGÆNIC	ONE	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(32)	CONBLADE 
90035	 ORGÆNIC	TWO	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(24)	CONBLADE
90036 ORGÆNIC LINE	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.  

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Thinning	scissors:	Teeth	featuring	the	finest	micro	serration	and	
CONBLADE cutting edge enable dynamic working.
90036:	Long,	microfine	hair	scissors	for	precise	cutting	of	base	
cuts and contours.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Fine-Setting screw: base tension adjustable using ergonomic 
adjustment	key;	individually	adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	 
using the adjustment dial.  Finely polished special pivot point 
for easy moving. 
90036: Hidden Fine-Setting screw

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Thinning	scissors	for	an	organic	haircut	in	three	different 
versions allow the hair to fall naturally: 
90033:	42	teeth	for	fine	hair.
90034: 32 teeth for normal hair.
90035: 24 teeth for thick or coarse hair and base cuts.
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Nano-serration at the tip. Angled thumb ring and	ergonomic	finger	
rest for outstanding ergonomics. 

Teeth with integrated CONBLADE 
cutting edge.

9401		 EARL	Offset	6.25	CONBLADE 
9402		 EARL	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE

9403	 EARL	Offset	6.0	Tulip	(38)	CONBLADE

EARL

9401	 EARL	Offset	6.25	CONBLADE
9402	 EARL	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE
9403		 EARL	Offset		6.0	Tulip	(38)	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
FADE-BLADE ensures the most precise transitional cutting 
without pushing the hair forward, with its elaborate nano-serra-
tion at the tip. Razor sharp cutting edge with integrated cutting 
edge and minimum cutting angle for excellent slice properties 
and maximum cutting stability.  
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely 

convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissors: Teeth with integrated cutting edge for sensa-
tional sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key.

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Angled thumb ring for high ergonomics. 7 inch scissors for 
men’s cuts over the comb, point cuts, as well as slicing in long 
hair.

FADE BLADE

Top actor and junior boss at Heinemann&Friends 
Friseure, Wedemark
»I’m a huge fan of the EARL. The fact that it is ser-
rated at the tip is a real innovation. You can use it 
for gentle and wonderfully easy shaping while at 
the same time using the rest of the cutting edge 
for slicing. That means you don't have to change 
scissors. Working with it is simply a joy.«
www.heinemannandfriends.de

PIERRE HEINEMANN

The unusual appearance with curved blade and angled thumb ring 
make the EARL an extra-ordinary pair of scissors from the BARBER‘S 
TOOLBAR. The cutting edge of this scissors is absolutely newly  
co-developed by barbers: The EARL is the scissors to use for a  
perfect masculine cut. 

EXTREME SHARPNESS MEETS  
EXTREME PRECISION

EARL

Strikingly broad joint area for 
exceptional stability

Ergonomic  
finger rest

TRADITION OF MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Angled thumb ring

Curved blade

Extreme hollow grindingFADE-BLADE  with  
nano serrationg
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COUNTESS

COUNTESS

9032	 COUNTESS	Offset	6.25	CONBLADE
9034	 COUNTESS	Offset	6.0	Tulip	(38)	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Razor sharp cutting edge with integrated cutting edge and 
minimum cutting angle for excellent slice properties and 
maximum cutting stability. CONBLADE with extreme hollow 
grounding and extremely convex blade for maximum cutting 
sensation.

Thinning scissors: Teeth with integrated cutting edge for sensa-
tional sharpness, precise results and dynamic working.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key.

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Angled thumb ring for high ergonomics. 

Individually adjustable Comfort screw. CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding 
and extremely convex blade.

Teeth witah integrated cutting edge.

Salon owner, trainer and actor, Andernach
»The COUNTESS is a pair of scissors that makes 
it much easier to work with precision. The hair 
isn’t pushed away from the blade – the blade is 
so sharp – it goes through like butter.  It’s just 
amazing! It’s my favorite pair of scissors.«
www.imstil.de

MARCO KÜVELER

Perfectly matched: Maximum sharpness meets highest sensation. The 
new integrated CONBLADE cutting edge provides a sensational cut-
ting sensation thanks to the extremely convex blade with extremely 
hollow grinding, which lasts particularly long thanks to the vanadi-
um steel. And also: hand-friendly ergonomics thanks to the angled 
thumb ring.

THE ELEGANT ONE 

9032 COUNTESS Offset	6.25	CONBLADE

9034 COUNTESS 6.0	Offset	Tulip	(38)	CONBLADE
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90002	MYTHOS	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE 
90007 MYTHOS	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE

A MYTHOS has to be experienced! Feel, cut, dive into the world 
of high-precision and a beautiful cutting feeling. You will realise 
what perfection is. And everything becomes possible. Proven 
quality	from	the	finger	rest	to	the	blade	tip	made	of	exclusive	
vanadium alloy! Super sharp thanks to convex blade, integrated 
cutting edge and minimum cutting edge angles. Individually 
adjustable	and	almost		self-cleaning	thanks	to	the	effective	 
Autocleaner function. That’s the Mythos!  

Wave: Concentric tulip teeth on the upper blade.  
Black: with noble black, high-gloss and non-allergenic  
titanium coating. 

Individually adjustable  
Fine-Setting  screw.

CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding 
and extremely convex blad.

Concentric tulip teeth

90009	 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	CONBLADE 
90010	 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(42)	CONBLADE

MYTHOS

THE LEGENDARY ONE
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MYTHOS

90006	 MYTHOS	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE
90007  MYTHOS	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE
90018  MYTHOS BLACK	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE
90019 MYTHOS BLACK	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE
90010		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(42)	CONBLADE
90009		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	CONBLADE
90022 MYTHOS BLACK	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely 
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.

Thinning scissors: With concentric tulip teeth for dynamic work 
and smooth transitions in the longer hair.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Fine-Setting screw: base tension adjustable using ergonomic 
adjustment	key;	individually	adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	
using the adjustment dial.  Finely polished special pivot point 
for easy moving.

SURFACE
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.
BLACK: with nobel black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titani-
um coating.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Special weight distribution.

Salon owner/French Top-player in Paris
»I started out with a pair of TONDEO scissors 
and have been using the MYTHOS ever since.«
www.coiff1rst.com

ERIC PFALZGRAF

90018	 MYTHOS	Black	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE 
90019	 MYTHOS	Black	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE

90022		 MYTHOS	Black	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	CONBLADE

Individually adjustable  
Fine-Setting  screw.

CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding 
and extremely convex blad.

 Concentric tulip teeth
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90012		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.5	Left	CONBLADE
90017		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	Left	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely 
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissors: With concentric tulip teeth for  dynamic work 
and smooth transitions in the longer hair.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT 
Fine-Setting screw: base tension adjustable using ergonomic 
adjustment	key;	individually	adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	
using the adjustment dial.  Finely polished special pivot point 
for easy moving.

SURFACE
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Special weight distribution. 

Now,	left-handed	users	can	finally	also	take	the	plunge	into	
the world of the utmost in precision and smooth cutting 
sensation. MYTHOS LEFT CONBLADE featuring integrated 
CONBLADE	cutting	edge,	which	is	visibly	polished	differently,	
features a more extreme shape you can feel and is thus no-
ticeably sharper – developed and made by hand, by profes-
sionals for professionals. The MYTHOS Wave thinning scissors 
featuring concentric tulip teeth.

MYTHOS LEFT

A STRONG PERFORMANCE  
WITH THE LEFT HAND

90012		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.5	Left	CONBLADE

90017		 MYTHOS	Offset	5.75	Wave	(36)	Left	CONBLADE

Top actor and salon owner of »Manufaktur-Friseure«, Marktredwitz
»The new LEFT scissors fit well in your hand. I’m thrilled by the technology. The CONBLADE 
cutting edge is just awesome. You get an incredibly smooth, precise feel when cutting. Finally, 
there’s a high-quality pair of scissors for us lefties!«
www.die-manufaktur-friseure.de

CHRISTIAN FELDKER
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ZENTAO CONBLADE

90056 ZENTAO	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE
90057 ZENTAO	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE
90058 ZENTAO BLACK	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE
90059 ZENTAO BLACK	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Extra-long, slim TONDEO dagger blade with CONBLADE for 
the utmost in cutting sensation. 

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Elegant design with concealed Fine-Setting screw: base  
tension adjustable using ergonomic adjustment key; individual-
ly	adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	adjustment	dial.			

SURFACES
High-quality surface treatment with hand-polished, shiny and 
elaborate	satin	finish,	elegant	effects.
Black: with nobel black, high-gloss and non-allergenic titanium 
coating.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant design with a specially slim point for very precise 
cutting techniques.

Top Stylist 
Salon Martina Acht, Offenbach
»I love the unusual design of the 
Zentao scissors withtheir con-
cealed screw. The special shape 
makes them a real eyecatcher. 
But they rest perfectly in the 
hand and, thanks to their size, 
are a very effective pair of scis-
sors. They are also very delicate 
and thus ideal for transitions 
and elaborate techniques.« 
www.martinaacht.de

90056 ZENTAO	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE 
90057 ZENTAO	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE

90058 ZENTAO BLACK	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE 
90059 ZENTAO BLACK	Offset	6.5	CONBLADE

Purist	aesthetics.	Inspired	by	the	flowing	design	of	Asian	art.	
Long, slender body, extravagant, partially satinised design 
with concealed screw system. Additional ergonomically 
shaped	finger	rings,	which		support	a	safe	and	pleasant	hand	
position	with	different		techniques.	Cutting	with	a	ZENTAO	–	 
a sensual pleasure. 
The Zentao Black: with nobel black, high-gloss and  
non-allergenic titanium coating. Also available toothed  
on one side as ORGÆNICS. 

ZENTAO CONBLADE

THE EXTRAVAGANT ONE 

JOSEPHINE ACHT
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90101	 SUPRA	Offset	5.0	CONBLADE 
90102	 SUPRA	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE 
90103	 SUPRA	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE

90105	 SUPRA	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(34)	CONBLADE

SUPRA CONBLADE

90101 SUPRA	Offset	5.0	CONBLADE
90102	 SUPRA	Offset	5.5	CONBLADE
90103	 SUPRA	Offset	6.0	CONBLADE 
90105	 SUPRA	Offset	5.75	Tulip	(34)	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

SCHNEIDE / BLATT
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely  
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.
Thinning scissor: with tulip teeth for precise results and  
dynamic working.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key.

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Narrow	blade	for	a	fine,	precise	cut	as	well	as	good	access
to the hair.

Individually adjustable Comfort-Click 
screw,	adjustable	in	the	finest	increments.
. 

Tulip teeth CONBLADE with extreme hollow  
grounding and extremely convex blad.

SUPRA CONBLADE

THE ELEGANT PREMIUM CLASSIC

With CONBLADE and Fine-Setting screw, the SUPRA model marks the dawn of a new age.  
Fine, precise cuts, smooth contours. It’s a breeze for the harmonic TONDEO SUPRA. It  
allows	particularly	good	access	to	hair	with	its	filigree,	convex	blade	and	the	fine	shank.	 
The visual highlight and also the successful contrast of this brilliant appearance:  
Finger rest and screw with a  noble black.

TRADITION OF MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Global Educator and Player Ladies 
Segment
»For me, the Supra is not only the 
classic scissors of our craft, it also 
has as much class as the craft itself.
Thanks to the ergonomic offset shape, 
the Supra fits perfectly in the hand on 
any occasion and allows for an accu-
rate cut. The narrow blade is perfect 
for precisely cutting the finest hairs 
into shape. And now the new Supra 
also has the buttery-soft cutting 
feel of the Conblade cutting edge. 
Ingenious. Its reliability and the class 
it adds to any modern hairstyle make 
it the perfect everyday companion 
for me.« 

ROBIN HUTH
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SUPRA 7.0 CONBLADE

90104	 SUPRA	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
CONBLADE with extreme hollow grounding and extremely 
convex blade for maximum cutting sensation.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key. 

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Long	blades	allow	efficient	cutting	of	transitions	and	shape	
cuts; ideal for setting of baselines, slicing and deep pointing in 
long	hair.	With	forged	finger	hook

90108 SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.0 Tulip (42) CONBLADE 
90109 SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.5 Tulip (50) CONBLADE 

SUPRA FASSON

90108  SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.0 Tulip (42) CONBLADE  
90109 SUPRA FASSON Classic 6.5 Tulip (50) CONBLADE 

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Tulip teeth on the lower blade with consistently large catch 
spaces for uncut hair for dynamic working and precise results. 
Integrated curved cutting edge with CONBLADE.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key. 

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Classic	shape	with	2	short	finger	rests	for	working	in	any	hand	
position. Turn the scissors for Fasson cuts and undercuts with 
particularly smooth transitions (also suitable for left-handed 
users)

THE VERSATILE ONE 

Stylish undercuts, trendy Fasson hairstyles – this is where the SUPRA FASSON 
is perfect to use. Nothing seems impossible for this scissors. Even the most 
daring cuts are realised with ease. Distinct tulip teeth for dynamic working. 
Wonderfully	balanced	due	to	its	classic	shape	with	two	short	finger	rests.	
Ergonomic hand position for every technique – also for left-handed users. 
In short: The SUPRA FASSON is quite simply essential in every salon.

SUPRA FASSONSUPRA 7.0 CONBLADE

90104	 SUPRA	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE

THE SPECIAL ONE

Boasting 7 inches, the new SUPRA OFFSET 7.0 is the longest 
SUPRA!	As	a	result,	it	enables	efficient	working	on	transitions	
and façon cuts, making it a MUST for any salon. Its outstand-
ing sharpness and sheer length make it perfect for precision 
base lines – even in thick hair! Ideal for slice cutting and deep 
point cutting in long hair.!

Top actor and salon owner of  
Rajmondi Parrucchieri, Italien
»Outstanding thinning scissors made from very 
high-quality materials that can be used to thin 
thick hair and achieve a three-dimensional effect 
without changing the length of the hair. Perfect for 
professional work.«
www.rajmondiparrucchieri.eu

SERGE RAJMONDI

Integrated curved cutting edge with  
CONBLADE.

Salon owner Gresch GmbH, Bottrop
»Professional scissors that feature an extremely 
smoother cutting sensation and noticeably great-
er sharpness thanks to CONBLADE. I prefer this 
model for precise, straight lines, hard-to-reach 
areas and smooth transitions. It’s already one of 
my favorite tools.«
www.dirkgresch.de

DIRK GRESCH
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	Forged	finger	hook.
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ARTFUL TEXTURING

Modern,	efficient	texturing	made	easy.	Complete	haircuts	are	easy	to 
achieve thanks to extra large catch spaces and supporting guide teeth 
of	the	SUPRA	TEXTURA.	The	two	shortened	finger	rests	of	the	classic 
shape make it possible in any hand position, also for left-handed users.

SUPRA TEXTURA

90110 SUPRA TEXTURA Classic Tulip (15) CONBLADE  

SUPRA TEXTURA

90110 SUPRA TEXTURA Classic Tulip (15) CONBLADE 

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Especially smooth, dynamic texturing thanks to extra large 
catch spaces and 15 tulip notch teeth, each with a supporting 
guide tooth. Integrated cutting edge with CONBLADE.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key.

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant texturising with the TONDEOstructure cutting edge for 
particularly	efficient	thinning	and	texturing. 
Classic	shape	with	2	short	finger	rests	for	working	in	any	hand	
position (also suitable for left-handed users).

CONVINCINGLY DOUBLE 

Clear the stage for the space miracle: With their double-sided teeth, the catch 
space	is	doubled	and	offers	so	much	space	for	uncut	hair.	This	makes	the	
Supra DOPPELEFFI ideal for dynamic work, faster thinning of long hair and 
efficient	wig	cutting.

SUPRA DOPPELEFFI

90111 SUPRA DOPPELEFFI Classic 6.0 Wave (2x32) CONBLADE 

SUPRA DOPPELEFFI

90111 SUPRA DOPPELEFFI Classic 6.0 Wave (2x32) 
 CONBLADE 

STEEL
Vanadium steel: Long lasting sharpness and longevity due to 
scissor alloying with increased vanadium content. Increased 
steel resistance to wear due to sub-zero hardening process.

CUTTING EDGE/BLADE
Concentrically wave teeth (one side with prisms and an inte-
grated cutting edge on the other side) for extreme sharpness 
and concentric tulip teeth. Teeth for dynamic work and smooth  
transitions in the longer hair.  
Integrated curved cutting edge with CONBLADE.

SCREW JOINT/PIVOT POINT
Individually customizable thanks to Comfort-Click screw,  
adjustable	in	the	finest	increments	using	the	ergonomic	 
adjustment key.

SURFACES
High	quality	hand	polished,	glossy	surface	finish.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Elegant classic with double-sided teeth to double the catch 
spaces for uncut hair and for dynamic working. Classic shape 
with	2	short	finger	rests	for	working	in	any	hand	position	(also	
suitable for left-handed users)

Salon owner and trainer, Brussels
»I like the ergonomics and sharpness of the 
SUPRA DOPPELEFFI. Its teeth are perfect for 
texturing and conjure up extra volume for  
every haircut. Simply brilliant!« 
www.jeroenstiens.be

Fast,	efficient	texturizing,	structuring	and	fringe	
effects.	Robust	in	dry	hair	thanks	to	the	finest	
microserration on the teeth. Also perfect for 
freehand techniques.

Double-sided teeth to double the catch 
spaces for uncut hair.

JEROEN STIENS
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EXPERT 
COLLECTION BOX

Our four scissor sets in the various  
EXPERT	COLLEC-TION	BOXES	offer	precision	cut	 
experiences in all cut techniques and for all needs.  
The multi-talented models in our EXPERT COLLECTION 
have a high-quality brilliant surface, individu-ally ad-
justable Easy-Quick screw system and dura-bility due to 
molybdenum steel. Each pair of scis-sors is one of a kind, 
with an individual registration number.

Name-brand quality for every hand – made in Solingen.

Platzhalter

EXPERT COLLECTION BOX

SLIM BOX
SOLID BOX
LEFT BOX
MAN BOX
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SLIM BOX

FINE SCISSORS FOR PRECISION CUTS

The scissors in the EXPERT COLLECTION BOX SLIM really do it all with their slim ergonomic 
offset	shape	and	forged	finger	rest.	The	narrow	cutting	edge	provides	good	access	to	the	
hair and is suitable for precision work. Thinning scissors with 33 teeth with prism for optimum 
cutting quality.

»Precision is highly important to me in my 
work. That’s why I decided on the scissors in 
the SLIM BOX. They’re the perfect tool for fine 
work especially. When I’m cutting, I feel like 
I’m holding a feather instead of a pair of hair-
dressing scissors – that’s how light they are.« 

Intercoiffure   Herbert Burkhardt

STURDY ALL-AROUND SCISSORS FOR ALL TECHNIQUES

The	scissors	in	the	EXPERT	COLLECTION	BOX	SOLID	offer	functional	design	with	an	independ-
ent	look.	The	pronounced	offset	shape	facilitates	wonderfully	relaxed	work.	Sturdy	cutting	
edge with broad dagger blade ensures outstanding control during slice cutting and pleasant 
cutting of thicker sections of hair. Thinning scissors with 38 teeth with prism for optimum cut-
ting quality.

SOLID BOX

58002 EXPERT COLLECTION SOLID BOX 58001 EXPERT COLLECTION SLIM BOX

NATHALIE SEIFFARTH

Intercoiffure Burkhard  
Foundation fellow
»The SOLID BOX is the perfect 
tool for everyday use. These 
scissors specialize in compact 
and fringed cuts alike. They also 
fit comfortably in your hand, 
almost molding themselves to 
the user. I wouldn’t want to go 
without them!« 

Set content:
• Faux leather case
• Leather rubbing cloth 
• Oil pen
• Setting key

Set content:
• Faux leather case
• Leather rubbing cloth 
• Oil pen
• Setting key

SOLID BOX SLIM BOX

58002  SOLID BOX  
	 ROCK	Offset	5.5	/	ROCK	Offset	5.75	(38)	/ 
 attractive faux leather case with a supple feel and room  
 for up to 4 pairs of scissors and accessories

58001  SLIM BOX  
	 CRYSTAL	Offset	5.5	/	CRYSTAL	Offset	5.25	(33)	/ 
 attractive faux leather case with a supple feel and room for up  
 to 4 pairs of scissors and accessories
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LEFT BOX

SIMPLY TO SUCCESS

The	scissors	in	the	EXPERT	COLLECTION	BOX	LEFT	offer	functional	design	with	an	independent	
look	for	discerning	left-handed	stylists.	The	pronounced	offset	shape	facilitates	wonderfully	
relaxed work. Sturdy cutting edge with broad dagger blade ensures outstanding control during 
slice cutting and pleasant cutting of thicker sections of hair. Thinning scissors with 38 teeth with 
prism for optimum cutting quality.

58020 EXPERT COLLECTION LEFT BOX

58010 EXPERT COLLECTION MAN BOX

MAN BOX

CLASSICS FOR MEN’S CUTS

The	scissors	in	the	EXPERT	COLLECTION	BOX	MAN	offer	the	latest	in	scissor	technology	in	
top-notch	classic	form.	The	hairdressing	scissors	are	perfect	for	fine	contours,	while	the	thinning	
scissors are the right choice for classic men’s haircut techniques. The lengths of both scissors lend 
themselves to streamlined working. 
Thinning scissors with 46 teeth with prism for optimum cutting quality

58010  MAN BOX  
 OAK Classic6.5 / OAK Classic 6.25 (46) / 
 attractive faux leather case with a supple feel and room for up  
 to 4 pairs of scissors and accessories

58020  LEFT BOX  
	 CARAT	LEFT	Offset	5.5	/	CARAT	LEFT	Offset	5.75	(38)	/ 
 attractive faux leather case with a supple feel and room for up  
 to 4 pairs of scissors and accessories

LEFT BOX MAN BOX

Set content:
• Faux leather case
• Leather rubbing cloth 
• Oil pen
• Setting key

Set content:
• Faux leather case
• Leather rubbing cloth 
• Oil pen
• Setting key
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WELCOME TO THE

Being a barber is a life philosophy. In focus: the man with demands – both 
the barber and his client. High-quality tools with tradition – who better 
to meet this requirement than TONDEO who has more than 90 years of  

expertise in scissors and blades behind them? 

With the TONDEO BARBER’S TOOLBAR, developed for barbers, in con-
junction with barbers, TONDEO provides the tools a barber needs: Along-
side a new pair of scissors, designed specifically for the perfect masculine 
cut, the range includes a razor and a tool roll made from real camel leather. 

With these tools, barbers are well equipped to meet high demands.
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Angled thumb ring

The unusual appearance with curved blade and angled thumb ring 
make the EARL an extraordinary pair of scissors from the BARBER‘S 
TOOLBAR. The cutting edge of this scissors is absolutely newly  
co-developed by barbers: FADE-BLADE ensures the most precise tran-
sitional cutting with nano serration at the tip for precise cutting, without 
pushing the hair forward while maintaining a sensitive cutting sensation. 

The integrated cutting edge allows perfect slicing. 

EXTREME SHARPNESS MEETS 
EXTREME PRECISION

9401	 EARL	Offset	6.25	CONBLADE 
9402	 EARL	Offset	7.0	CONBLADE
 
POLISHED surface  STEEL with vanadium enriched alloy and innovative hardening process

EARLEARL

 
THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT

The EARL Tulip has 38 teeth and a number of spe-cial features that make 
it the perfect complement for dynamic working. Thanks to the ergonom-
ic fin-ger rest, this can be carried out with a special de-gree of relaxation 
and effortlessness. The extraor-dinary stability of the joint area combines 
with the eroded serration and integrated cutting edge to create a smooth 

cutting sensation.

Ergonomic finger rest

Broad joint area for exceptional 
stability and a smooth cutting feel

Angled thumb ring

 Integrated cutting edge

9403	 EARL	Offset	6.0	Tulip	(38)	CONBLADE

Broad joint area for exceptional stability and a smooth cutting feel.
POLISHED surface  STEEL with vanadium enriched alloy and innovative hardening process

BARBER’S TOOLBAR

Curved blade

Extreme hollow grinding

FADE-BLADE with  
nano serration
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33310 GUARDSMAN leather roll – space for us to 10 tools 
33311 GUARDIAN CAMEL Scissor case – space for 2 scissors
33317 GUARDIAN XL CAMEL Scissor case – space for 4 scissors
The finest camel leather. Handmade in Solingen.

GUARDSMAN + GUARDIAN

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS
The GUARDSMAN leather roll has enough space for the barber’s tools and stows them 
in a very space-saving and safe way simply by rolling. The GUARDIAN scissors case 
offers space for two scissors. Finest, genuine camel leather not only looks elegant,  
but also offers an extremely pleasant feel as well as being very robust. Both bags are 

uniquely handmade in Solingen.

 
GUARDSMAN   &   GUARDIAN

With a classical barber look, the KINGSGUARD shows its class. Specifically matched 
to the needs of barbers, the razor allows shaving across the entire length of the blade. 
A corner protection was deliberately omitted, so that the tip of the blade can be used 
for the finest contours. The KINGSGUARD also perfectly fulfils what Barber want in 

terms of size, weight and balance. 

THE RAZOR FOR SHAVING AND CONTOURS

1191 KINGSGUARD set incl. 10 TCR 

MATCHING BLADES TCR (1020 halved).

KINGSGUARD

BARBER’S TOOLBAR

For short, halved TCR 
blades

Free blade tip

Solid metal handle with highly 
polished plastic exterior  Finest, genuine  

camel leather

Scissor roller
GUARDSMAN

Handmade  
in Solingen

Scissor case
GUARDIAN CAMEL

Scissor case
GUARDIAN XL CAMEL
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RAZOR
SIFTER
TM
KINGSGUARD
COMFORT CUT
KLINGEN

CLIPPER
ECO XP LITHIUM
ECO XS LITHIUM 
ECO S+
MINI TRIMMER

HAIRDRYER
E-LINE 1500

FORM IRON
CERION PLUS 3.0
CERION CURVE
CERION CRIMP

EQUIPEMENT
GUARDSMAN & GUARDIAN
BODYGUARD
ATELIER GRAPHITE
ATELIER STYLE

PERFECTION IN EVERY PART 

Superior	quality	comes	first	with	our	accessories,	too.	
From blades crafted in Solingen to exceptional clippers 
all the way to exclusive tool cases – TONDEO has all the 
tools any stylist a for the trade!

TOOL COLLECTION
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TRADITIONAL

Fine all-rounder for every requirement. Smooth, safe working with the long 
blade. Made possible by vibration-free blade inserts and a classic blade shell 
made of stainless steel. Equipped like a SIFTER Ergo with an ergonomic, light 
blade handle for an even more intense grip. 

SIFTER

1124  SIFTER Classic

1116  SIFTER Ergo

SIFTER

1124  SIFTER Classic set incl. 10 blades  TSS3
1116  SIFTER Ergo set incl. 10 blades  TSS3

FEATURES
1124 classic stainless steel exterior, 1116 ergonomic shaped 
plastic exterior, removable attachment comb to minimize the 
risk of injury.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for haircuts and shaving.

MATCHING BLADES
1040  TSS3 blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 62 mm and
1020  TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm  
 (to be used only with sifter insert #1184)
1184  Sifter (red insert for TCR blade)

KINGSGUARD

THE RAZOR FOR SHAVING AND CONTOURS

With	a	classical	barber	look,	the	KINGSGUARD	shows	its	class.	Specifically	matched	to	the	needs	of	barbers,	
the razor allows shaving across the entire length of the blade. A corner protection was deliberately omitted, 
so	that	the	tip	of	the	blade	can	be	used	for	the	finest	contours.	The	KINGSGUARD	also	perfectly	fulfils	what	
Barber want in terms of size, weight and balance.

Barber, Lord of the Blades, Wuppertal
»The Kingsguard is perfectly positioned on 
the skin at an optimal 30% angle due to 
its rounded and heavy top shape, so that it 
gently cuts beards without much pressure. 
For me, it is the perfect razor for everyday 
use.«
www.facebook.com / shesherbarbershop

SHESHER EMMANUEL SANWOGOU

1191  KINGSGUARD

KINGSGUARD

1191  KINGSGUARD set incl. 10 blades  TCR

FEATURES
Its size, weight and balance perfectly address the needs  
of barbers. No corner protection on the blade. Solid  
metal blade holder with plastic exterior.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for shaving.

MATCHING BLADES
1020  TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm

No corner protection on the blade. Solid metal blade holder with embossed 
TONDEO.
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1110  TM Razor

TRIED AND TESTED

The classic. Striking, popular and with a perfectly balanced centre of gravity. Shaving and 
cutting are particularly easy with the TM. In the new edition of the proven classic, the blade 
corner	was	deliberately	omitted	so	that	the	finest	contours	can	be	precisely	worked	out	with	
the tip of the blade.

TM

TM

1110  Razor TM set incl. 10 blades TCR

FEATURES
Easy control and greater safety due to protected blade corners 
on both sides. Solid metal blade holder with plastic exterior.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Ideal for shaving and contours.

MATCHING BLADES
1020  TSS blades (10 pieces), half (10x2 pieces), 40 mm

Toman’s Barbiere & Friseure, Munich
German champion in men’s styles in 2015
»The TM Black rests well in the hand because it has 
the ideal centre of gravity.  It is perfectly suited to 
shaving and cutting contours.«
www.tomans.de

MICHAEL TOMAN

Solid metal blade holder for stable blade guidance.
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BLADES

BLADES

1020  TCR, 10 blades, 40 mm
1040  TSS 3, 10 blades, 62 mm
1111  COMFORT CUT blades, 10 blades, 50 mm
1103  COMFORT SAFE, 10 blades, 50 mm

THE COMFORTABLE ONE 

Clever, simple, handy. Impressively safe razor control as a 
result of the ideal blade length. Thrillingly fast and safe blade 
change with the COMFORT blade system. Comfortable:  
The ergonomically designed handle.

COMFORT CUT

1112  COMFORT CUT

COMFORT CUT

1112  COMFORT CUT Set inkl. 10 Blades Comfort Cut

FEATURES
Simple and safe blade change. More safety due to the blade 
edge protection including attachment comb (1144) in each set.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
All cutting techniques.

MATCHING BLADES
1111  COMFORT CUT (10 pieces) 50 mm and 
1103  COMFORT SAFE (10 pieces) 50 mm

TRADITION OF MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP.

1020  TCR 1040  TSS 3

BLADE CHANGE MADE EASY

All TONDEO blades with high-quality chrome nitride seal and chemically resistant special 
coating with excellent slide properties.

1111  COMFORT CUT 

Simple and safe blade change due to special COMFORT 
blade system.

1103  COMFORT SAFE 

Simple and safe blade change due to special COMFORT 
blade system and safe working thanks to toothed safety 
side and blank professional side.

Long blades for rational working wide meshes  
10 whole blades, corresponds to 10x2 half blades.

Short blades for safe handling 
10 whole blades, corresponds to 10x2 half blades.

HOW TO CHANGE TONDEO BLADES

2

TCR / TSS 3

COMFORT CUT / COMFORT SAFE

1. Place the blade guide on the razor blade 
and slide on up to the impact point. The 
razor blade is now fixed in place and can 
be lifted out to the top.

2. Click the razor blade into the empty 
dispenser compartment and pull the 
blade out.

1. Leave the razor blades in the paper and  
break along the middle axis with the tip of the 
arrow pointing up.

2. Keep the unused halves in the paper.

3. Slide on the razor blade holder, insert the halved 
razor blade and close the holder tightly again.
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PATRICK HÖNINGER

ECO XP LITHIUM

THE TIRELESS

The	ECO	XP	LITHIUM	offers	an	impressively	elegant,	timeless	design.	The	housing,	which	is	produced	from	a	
single	piece,	moulds	perfectly	to	the	hand,	whilst	the	newly	designed	charging	station	offers	plenty	of	storage	for	
the	five	different	attachment	combs.	Extraordinary	lithium	ion	battery	with	up	to	4.5	hours	of	battery	life.

Salon »Höninger Friseure«, Kempen
»What I really love about the new edition of the 
ECO XP Lithium is its quiet, but powerful cutting 
behavior. It helps enhance the client’s well-being. 
It’s also really practical that you can ad-just the cut 
length under the cutting head.«
www.friseur-hoeninger.de

32502  ECO XP LITHIUM 
32543 ECO XP LITHIUM BLACK

ECO XP LITHIUM

32502 ECO XP LITHIUM SILVER 
32543 ECO XP LITHIUM BLACK

CUTTING PLATE:
46 mm carbon steel with hard chrome coating
Easy cleaning and quick-change system

COMB ATTACHMENTS:
Comb set (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 mm)

BATTERY PACK:  
Long-lasting	and	efficient	lithium	ion	battery
Mains and battery operation (2-way)

CHARGING TIME: approx. 2.5 hrs with charge status display

OPERATING TIME WITHOUT CHARGING: up to 5 hours

DEVICE WEIGHT: 282g

MOTOR SPEED: 5.000 - 5.500 rpm

MAINS VOLTAGE:  
100-240 V, 50/60 Hz (universal use possible)

ACCESSORIES:  
#32527 Cutting plate 46 mm, #32528 Charging station 
#32529 Charging cable, #32542 Attachment comb set

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Powerful motor, quiet running and low vibration
Unique charging station with comb storage
Cutting length adjustment from 0.8 mm to 1.8 mm
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ECO XS LITHIUM

ECO XS LITHIUM

THE ELEGANT ONE

The comfortable ECO XS LITHIUM is not only lightweight, but also impresses with its timeless and beautiful  
design. Regardless whether for a beard or contour: the performance is right. The elegant design has a  
distinctive black ring control as a characteristic design element. The ultra-hardened carbon steel cutting plates 
ensure an extremely soft, clean, long-lasting and consistent cut, which is particularly important for contours. 32530  ECO XS LITHIUM

32530  ECO XS LITHIUM

CUTTING PLATE:  
30 mm carbon steel with carbide coating,
easy to clean and quick change system

COMB ATTACHMENTS:  
Attachment comb for 4 hair lengths (3.0/ 4.5/ 6.0/ 7.5 mm)

BATTERY PACK:  
Long-lasting	and	efficient	li-ion	battery	operation

CHARGING TIME: 
approx. 60 mins with charge level display

USAGE TIME WITHOUT CHARGING: approx. 60 mins

DEVICE WEIGHT: 119 g

MOTOR SPEED: approx. 5,500 rpm

MAINS VOLTAGE:  
100-240 V, 50/60 Hz (universal use possible)

ACCESSORIES:  
#32533 Cutting plate 30 mm, #32531 Charging station, 
#32532 Attachment comb

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Comfortable handling - ultra-light, quiet and low-vibration; 
cutting length 0.5 mm, particularly suitable for precise con-
touring with an unobstructed view of the cutting surface at all 
times; smooth and comfortable in any hand position.

PATRICK HÖNINGER

Salon »Höninger Friseure«, Kempen
»The quiet running noises and fine cut profile are 
what I really think make this device special. The 
cuts are really precise, which saves me time, and I 
appreciate that a lot. It also fits your hand comfort-
ably.«
www.friseur-hoeninger.de

Easy to clean and quick change system 1 comb for 4 hair lengths30 mm cutting plate
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32505  ECO S+

32523  MINI TRIMMER Display Silver ( contents 6 piece ) 
32524  MINI TRIMMER Display Black ( contents 6 piece )
32525  MINI TRIMMER Silver
32526  MINI TRIMMER Black

CUTTING PLATES:
Blades made of stainless steel.

VOLTAGE: 
Including 1.5 V micro AAA battery.

ACCESSORIES: 
Including cleaning brush and battery.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Modern micro motor, removes unwanted facial hair
comfortably	and	efficiently.	Eyebrow	attachment	comb	 
for gentle eyebrow shaping in 2 lengths (1.5;3.5 mm).

THE POWERFUL ONE

The new ECO S+ has everything you want at work. The ideal combination of a 2.4 V motor and 2.4 V battery 
ensures powerful cutting. As a result, the hair trimmer even cuts thick hair quickly and powerful. Razor sharp 
precision cutting plates made of chrome carbon steel, which create a soft cutting experience and precise  
contouring. Extremely lightweight at only 130 grams. An elegant look combined with comfortable handling.  
Work enjoyment guaranteed. 

ECO S+

32504  ECO S+ Black

Only use original charging station!

THE FORMER

The MINI TRIMMER is big among the small ones. It gently shapes eyebrows as 
well as conveniently and comfortably removing unwanted facial and body hair.

MINI TRIMMER

32525  MINI TRIMMER Silver 
32526  MINI TRIMMER Black

MINI-TRIMMER

32523  MINI TRIMMER Display Silver ( contents 6 piece ) 
32524  MINI TRIMMER Display Black ( contents 6 piece )

ECO S+

32505  ECO S+
32504  ECO S+ Black

CUTTING PLATES:
A 30 mm solid steel cutting plate, easy cleaning,
quick change system, cutting length 0.5 mm.

COMB ATTACHMENTS:
Comb attachment with 4 positions (3/4.5/6/7.5 mm).

BATTERY PACK:
Shorter charging time due to LSD-NiMH batteries.

CHARGE TIME: approx. 6-8 hours

DURATION OF USE WITHOUT LOADING: approx. 60 min

DEVICE WEIGHT: 130 g

MOTOR SPEED: 
approx. 5500-6000 rpm with fully charged battery.

POWER SUPPLY: 
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz (worl wide use possible).)

ACCESSORIES:  
#32533 Cutting plate 30 mm, #32531 Charging station 
#32532 Attachment comb

SPECIAL FEATURES: 
Powerful, long-lasting cutting force due to the use of a high-
torque 2.4 V motor and rapid cutting plate motion. Chromed 
carbon steel precision cutting plates with polished cutting 
head, characterised by extreme and long-lasting sharpness
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E-LINE 1500

THE RELIABLE ONE

You can rely on it. And its technology: 3 heating and 2 blower speeds of the E-LINE 1500 provide 
everything you need for daily use. Appreciated for its robustness, known for extreme longevity. 
Made in Italy.

3178  E-LINE 1500 Black

Including	Diffusor!

3178 E-LINE 1500 Black

OUTPUT:  
1500 Watt AC-Motor.

WEIGHT:  
Special weight distribution.

HEATING LEVELS/BLOWER LEVELS:
4 heating and 2 speed levels, as well as and 
instant cold button.

FILTER:  
Removable	stainless	steel	filter.

CABLE LENGTH: 
3 m with suspension eye rotating coupling.

ACCESSORIES: 
	2	air	nozzles,	diffusor.

SPECIAL FEATURES:  
Made in Italy.

E-LINE 1500

THE VERSATILE ONE

Lively curls with a silky shine. Or perfectly smooth, beautiful hair the CERION CURVE makes both possible. Silver, 
high gloss, rounded Curve inserts on the outer edges bring a lively swing to straight hair. The spring-loaded and 
ceramic tourmaline coated heating plates can always make every type of styling perfect. For safety, the device 
switches	off	the	heating	phase	after	60	minutes.

CERION CURVE

3721  CERION CURVE

CERION CURVE

3721  CERION CURVE

WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating.

TEMPERATURE:
Individual temperature control (120-230 °C) for every hair 
type.	Auto-Off	after	60	min.

PLATES:
Spring-loaded plates (23x90 mm) to protect against  
excessive pressure.

RUNNERS:
Deep black, curved ceramic tourmaline coated runners for 
optimum, consistent heat distribution, gentle shaping and 

new shine. Absorption of natural moisture in the hair through 
nourishing ions.

CABLE LENGTH: 
3 m with rotating coupling.

POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT: 
220-240 V, 50 Hz, 35 W

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Shaping curve inserts, including heat protection mat, elegant 
high-gloss surface.
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CERION PLUS 3.0

31006  CERION PLUS 3.0

WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating. 

TEMPERATURE: 
Individual temperature setting adjustable from 150 °C to  
230	°C.	Auto-Off	after	60	min.

PLATES:
Ceramic plates (24x10 mm) for optimum heat distribution.  
Floating design to protect against excessive pressure. 

CABLE LENGTH: 
3 m with rotating coupling

POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT: 
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 35 W (world wide use possible)

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Rounded plates for soft straightening and curling.

BEAUTIFUL HAIR GUARANTEED

Everything you need. To bring hair into its most beautiful form with great feeling. The reason: spring-loaded 
ceramic heating plates. The individual temperature setting can also be regulated from 150 °C to 230 °C for 
a	gentle	straightening	process	suitable	for	the	hair	structure.	For	safety,	the	device	switches	off	the	heating	
phase after 60 minutes.

CERION PLUS 3.0

31006  CERION PLUS 3.0

CERION CRIMP

PROVIDES SUPPORT AND FULLNESS
 
Form, structure and volume for beautiful hair and great hairstyles. The CERION CRIMP makes it possible. With 
the	zig-zag	plates	the	effect	crimping	and	the	expressive	accentuation	of	hair	pieces	are	wonderfully	easy	to	
achieve. This is thanks to its narrow shape, which makes it particularly pleasant to work with.

31007 CERION CRIMP

USE TIP
Crimp	2-3	finger	widths	of	the	hairline	 
behind the contour and under the par-
ting. That adds volume at the roots and 
gives the look added staying power. 

CERION CRIMP

31007  CERION CRIMP

WARM-UP TIME:
Ready to use in seconds thanks to particularly fast heating.

TEMPERATURE:
Individual temperature setting adjustable from 150 °C to  
230	°C.	Auto-Off	after	60	min.

PLATES:
Ceramic plates (24x10 mm) for optimum heat distribution.  
Floating design to protect against excessive pressure. 
Crimped plates for creative zigzag waves.

CABLE LENGTH:  
3 m with rotating coupling

POWER SUPPLY/OUTPUT: 
100-240 V, 50-60 Hz, 48 W (world wide use possible)

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Narrow	shape	which	offers	many	use	option,	such	as	volume	
and structure at the hairline

TRADITION OF MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Crimped plates for creative zigzag waves.
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GUARDIAN BLACK

STORAGE SPACE WITH STYLE

The	GUARDIAN	BLACK	and	GUARDIAN	BLACK	XL	scissors	cases	offer	space	 
for	two	or	four	scissors.	The	finest	genuinemountain	bear	leather	not	only 
 caresses the hand, but also stores your scissors securely and in style.  
The bags are uniquely handmade in Solingen.

33312  GUARDIAN BLACK

GUARDIAN CAMEL

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS

GUARDIAN	CAMEL	und	GUARDIAN	XL	CAMEL	scissors	cases	made	of	the	finest	
genuine	camel	leather	offers	space	for	two	or	four	scissors..They	not	only	look	
elegant,	but	also	offers	an	extremely	pleasant	feel	as	well	as	being	very	robust.	
Both bags are uniquely handmade in Solingen.

33311  GUARDIAN CAMEL

33317  GUARDIAN XL CAMEL
GUARDIAN CAMELGUARDIAN BLACK 

33312  GUARDIAN Black scissor holder – space for 2 scissors
33312M25  GUARDIAN Black with MYTHOS screw closure  
33313  GUARDIAN Black XL scissor holder – space for 5 scissors +  
 equipment

DIMENSIONS: 
#33312:  open: L21,5 cm x B23,0 cm  
 closed: L21,5 cm x B8,0 cm x H1,5 cm (without content)
#33313:  open: L26,0 cm x B30,0 cm  
 closed: L26,0 cm x B14,5cm x H1,5 cm (without content)

33311  GUARDIAN Camel scissor holder – space for 2 scissors
33317 GUARDIAN XL Camel scissor holder – space for 5 scissors +  
 equipment

DIMENSIONS:
#33311: open: L21,5 cm x B23,0  cm  
 closed: L21,5 cm x B8,0 cm x H1,5cm (without content)
#33317: open: L26,0 cm x B30,0 cm  
 closed: L26,0 cm x B14,5cm x H1,5 cm (without content)

33313  GUARDIAN XL BLACK 
 (without content)

33312M25 GUARDIAN BLACK 
 with MYTHOS screw closure,  
	 “aficionado’s	edition”
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BODYGUARD

PROTECTIVE COMPANION 

Tool bag made of a high-quality synthetic leather with lots of storage space 
for 4 scissors and other utensils. Easy to clean due to the removable pocket 
bottom.	The	scissors	are	well	protected	when	the	tool	bag	is	closed.	The	flap	
can be removed with push buttons while wearing, so that the scissors are 
easily accessible

33309  BODYGUARD

BODYGUARD

33309  BODYGUARD tool bag 

DIMENSIONS:
#33309: L20,0 cm x B 13,0  cm x H4,0 cm (without content)

GUARDSMAN 

ELEGANT STORAGE FOR BARBERS

The GUARDSMAN leather roll has enough space for the barber’s tools and 
stows them in a very space-saving and safe way simply by rolling.  Finest, 
genuine	camel	leather	not	only	looks	elegant,	but	also	offers	an	extremely	
pleasant feel as well as being very robust. Uniquely handmade in Solingen.

33310  GUARDSMAN CAMEL

GUARDSMAN CAMEL

33310  GUARDSMAN Camel leather roll – space for  
 up to 10 tools

DIMENSIONS:
open: L46,5 cm x B24,58 cm 
closed: Ø > 7,5cm (without content)
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33500  ATELIER GRAPHITE 4XS (13 / 24 mm)

33509  ATELIER GRAPHITE 3XS (16 / 29 mm)

ATELIER GRAPHITE

THE EFFECTIVE ONE

Long-lasting volume or great curls are  
desired? No problem for the high-tech round 
brushes from the ATELIER Graphite range. 
Their special extra: the graphite-coated  
brush body with honeycomb shaped air holes. 
Designed for rapid, even heat distribution  
and extra fast drying. As a result, the styling 
of volume and curls is noticeably light and  
loose from your hand.

33510  ATELIER GRAPHITE 2XS (20 / 34 mm)

33511  ATELIER GRAPHITE XS (25 / 40 mm)

33512  ATELIER GRAPHITE S (33 / 50 mm)

33513  ATELIER GRAPHITE M (43 / 63 mm)

33514  ATELIER GRAPHITE L (53 / 76 mm)

33515  ATELIER GRAPHITE XL (65 / 92 mm)

Global Educator and Player Ladies 
Segment
»Style comes from styling – well 
dried hair is, for me, an essential 
part of the perfect hair cut. Thanks 
to the even heat distribution of the 
ATELIER GRAPHITE brushes I can 
conjure	up	the	perfect	finish	for	
each client.«

ROBIN HUTH      

ATELIER GRAPHITE

33500  ATELIER GRAPHITE 4XS
 Ø inside 13 mm, outside 24 mm 
33509 ATELIER GRAPHITE 3XS
 Ø inside 16 mm, outside 29 mm 
33510  ATELIER GRAPHITE 2XS
 Ø inside 20 mm, outside 34 mm
33511  ATELIER GRAPHITE XS
 Ø inside 25 mm, outside 40 mm
33512  ATELIER GRAPHITE S
 Ø inside 33 mm, outside 50 mm
33513  ATELIER GRAPHITE M
 Ø inside 43 mm, outside 63 mm
33514  ATELIER GRAPHITE L
 Ø inside 53 mm, outside 76 mm
33515  ATELIER GRAPHITE XL
 Ø inside 65 mm, outside 92 mm

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Anti-static graphite coating, heat-resistant nylon 
bristles, vegan

USE
For styling volume and curls.
33500, 33509: For long-lasting root treatment in short-
er	and	finer	hair.	Perfect	for	styling	beards
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ATELIER STYLE

THE VERSATILE ONE

Volume	and	bounce,	effortless	untangling	or	quick	drying.	Not	a	problem	for	the	professional	high-tech	brush-
es of the ATELIER STYLE series. That extra something: anti-static an innovative coating. The bristles with silver 
ball tip are gentle to hair and scalp. Styling becomes a true pleasure with the ergonomic handle and the light 
brush head.

HAIRDRESSER AND AREA MANAGER AT TONDEO
»The new ATELIER STYLE brush series is very sought-after among my clients. All of these brushes have an  
excellent feel and are gentle on the hair and scalp. Each model has special features for the various different 
uses. The PADDLE BRUSH is the perfect tool for smoothing long hair while drying, while the WET BRUSH 
makes detangling children’s hair a snap and our CURVE BRUSH is the universal brush for women’s and men’s 
needs. For detailed information, check out my explanatory video on TONDEO YouTube.«

CLAUDIA KRUG

33518   ATELIER STYLE Curved Vent Brush

33516   ATELIER STYLE Paddle Brush

33517   ATELIER STYLE Wet Brush

ATELIER STYLE

33516  ATELIER STYLE Paddle Brush  
33517 ATELIER STYLE Wet Brush 
33518  ATELIER STYLE Curved Vent Brush

SPECIAL FEATURES
Antistatic innovative coating. Heat resistant thermo Nylon  
bristles with ball tip.
APPLICATION
Atelier Style Wet Brush	for	effortless	untangling:	
High-quality brush cushion, untangles wet and dry  
hair with ease, suitable for extensions and wigs .

Atelier Style Paddle Brush for radiant, well-groomed hair:
High-quality brush cushion.  Heat-resistant thermo nylon  
bristles. Volume and bounce for long, straight and lively hair.

Atelier Style Curved Vent Brush for extra fast drying:
Heat-resistant thermo-nylon bristles massage the scalp and  
promote blood circulation. Shorter drying time optimum air  
circulation. For styling men‘s and short hairstyles.
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STYLING WITH STYLE

TONDEO styling has the optimum product for  
everyone, no matter whether for sporty-trendy  
or festive-elegant looks. And best of all: our  
eco-friendly	refill	concept	ensures	greater	 
sustainability	and	profitability.

STYLING

SILICONE-FREE
FREE OF PARABENES 
UV PROTECTION
PANTHENOL FOR  
MOISTURE BALANCE
NO ANIMAL TESTING
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VOLUME

FINISH

Especially	recommended	for	fine	hair!	The	blow-
dry lotion provides a strong hold, lively volume 
and shine without weighing down the hair.
Without propellant gas; panthenol for shine, care and 
protection; cations for particularly good blow drying 
and	an	antistatic	effect;	special	film	formers	ensure 
flexible	hold.

INTENSITY: STRONG

Creative minds love it! For a more unusual look: 
The alcohol-free styling gel with micro shine 
pigments. Provides and extra strong hold and 
gives a fascinating shimmering pearly shine.
Without alcohol and therefore particularly gentle;  
panthenol for shine, care and protection; mineral micro shine 
pigments	provide	a	pearly	shine;	special	film	formers	give	
extra strong hold.

INTENSITY: EXTRA STRONG

Extra	volume	foam	mousse	with	microfine	cream	
structure for excellent moldability during blow 
drying. The result: Shine, maximum volume and 
strong hold.
Panthenol for shine, care and protection; cationic 
styling polymers give a strong, weather-resistant hold; 
particularly creamy foam texture.

INTENSITY: STRONG

4305  VOLUMIZER, bottle 200 ml

4306  CREATIVE STYLER, dispenser 100 ml

4304 VOLUME MOUSSE, tub 300 ml

FIXING

During wind and weather Strong, weather-resistant hold and natural 
fit,	a	hair	spray	without	propellant,	for	all	styling	techniques.	Fast	
drying	styles	can	be	fixed	directly	for	the	perfect	look!
Without propellant gas; panthenol for shine, care and protection; high-tech 
polymer	and	anionic	film	former	for	flexible,	weather-resistant	hold;	 
easy to comb out

INTENSITY: STRONG

4302  FINISHER1, bottle 200 ml 
4322  FINISHER1, canister 3 l

Flexible support for every day. The Styler1 without propellant 
gas leaves enough time for individual styles, consolidates and 
gives	a	reliable	hold.	Durable,	natural	fit	and	silky	shine.	For	
classic blow dry hairstyles, especially easy to comb out. 
Without propellant gas; panthenol for shine, care and protection; silicone-
free, thus reliable results during dyeing and forming; with UV protection.

INTENSITY: STRONG

Holds its promise. The Styler2 – without propellant gas, extremely 
flexible	to	use,	extra	strong	in	fixing	and	holding,	ensures	a	
permanently	perfect	fit	and	silky	shine.	For	classic	blow	dry	 
hairstyles. Especially easy to comb out.
Without propellant gas; panthenol for shine, care and protection; silicone-free, thus 
reliable results during dyeing and forming; with UV protection.

INTENSITY: EXTRA STRONG

So	quick	and	effective!	The	hair	spray	without	propellant	gas	dries	
very fast and gives a strong, durable and weather-resistant hold in 
no	time.	Natural	fit		without	sticking	the	hair	together.
Without propellant gas; panthenol for shine, care and protection; high-tech poly-
merand	anionic	film	former	for	flexible,	weather-resistant	hold;	easy	to	comb	out.

INTENSITY: EXTRA STRONG

4303  FINISHER2, bottle 200 ml 
4323  FINISHER2, canister 3 l

4300  STYLER1, bottle 200 ml 
4320  STYLER1, canister 3 l

4301  STYLER2, bottle 200 ml 
4321  STYLER2, canister 3 l
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